2 READING

2 READING A Answers
1 c 2 f 3 e 4 b 5 a 6 d

4 WATCH AND LISTEN DVD

4 WATCH AND LISTEN B Answers
B 1 A 2 C 3 C

WORKBOOK: 1 WORD POWER

1 WORD POWER Sample answers
1A exquisite 1B Maybe we could think about buying it?
2A dull 2B It seems to me that we could get something better.
3A spectacular 3A Why don't you try it on?
4A impractical 4B Does that suggest we should buy a larger one?
5A fresh and functional 5B I tend to think it would work well at home.
6A flashy 6C Why don't we try somewhere else?

3 SPEAKING STRATEGIES: De-emphasising

3 SPEAKING STRATEGIES Answers
1 j / g / i 2 f 3 g / i 4 a 5 b
6 e 7 h 8 d 9 j / i / g 10 k

4 IDIOMS

4 IDIOMS Answers
1 b 2 d 3 a 4 c 5 e
1 keeping up with the Joneses = competing with other people by buying whatever is the latest fashion
2 trendsetter = someone who starts a fashion trend
3 empty existence = not emotionally or spiritually satisfying
4 to pay a pretty penny = to pay a lot of money
5 upmarket = more sophisticated